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About 1 two KIDS
1 two KIDS is a leading distributor in the 
baby and kids market - we pride ourselves 
on finding some of the very best ranges 
available throughtout the world and selecting 
great retailers to supply them to - a principle 
which remains core to what we do. 

We work exclusively with our brands so we 
can ensure they are positioned perfectly in the 
market. It all started with Sophie la girafe in 
2007 and we’re now fortunate to also work 
with amazing brands like 3 Sprouts, Play & Go, 
nailmatic Kids and Milestone.
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We hold all stock in a 5,000 sq ft warehouse based in Dunfermline in bonny 
Scotland, and that’s where our office is too. This allows us to ship goods 

quickly and efficiently to our stockists.

Easy online ordering for independent trade customers! 

Our B2B trade ordering site trade.1two.co.uk allows you to order 24/7, 
see live stock, and pay securely online - orders ship immediately.

We’re happy to talk on the phone if you need any help 01383 735 134

Or catch us on email contact@1two.co.uk

We hope this book will give you an insight into the beautiful brands we 
have the pleasure in offering, this is only a highlight of what we have to 

offer, so please get in touch or go online to see the whole range.

We are also open to video calls to show and demonstrate products, 
please just drop us an email if we can help with anything.

01383 735134 contact@1two.co.uk
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Did you know Sophie la girafe is 
now over 60 Years old!!
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616400 Sophie la girafe 

Sophie la girafe

Once upon a time, the simple story of a girafe 
born on May 25th in the year 1961

In those days, the only animal toys available were 
farm animals and pet figures, until Monsieur 
RAMPEAU, an expert in transforming the latex 
from the HEVEA tree using the rotational 
moulding of rubber as a toy-making concept, 
came up with the idea of designing a giraffe. Such 
an exotic wildlife figure would be a first on the 
market, and its size and shape would be ideal for 
a baby's small hand to grasp.

Sophie la girafe, who looked exactly the same as 
she does today, went into production on a 
Thursday, May 25th, Saint Sophie's day, hence 
her name.

She was an immediate success. young parents 
immediately recognised that she was a must for 
their baby when the first signs of teething 
appeared.

To this day, Sophie la girafe is still traditionally 
produced, a process that involves more than 14 
manual operations. and made from 100% natural 
rubber derived from the latex of the Hevea tree.

Sophie la girafe is now OVER 60 Years Old!
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BABY'S FIRST TOY 

STIMULATING EACH OF THEIR SENSES 

FROM THE AGE OF 3 MONTHS 

Soft and bumpy 
parts to soothe 

Soby's sore gums 

Light and 
easy to grip 

even for small 
hands 

Baby con chew 
and reach his 

molo� thanks to 
the long legs 

100% natural rubber 
and food grade 

point 

Dork spots 
provide visual 

stimulation 
for babies 

Squeaks when pressed 
lo stimulate Baby's 

hearing 

, ... ) 
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516510 
Competition Gift Set

Sophie la girafe Competition Gift 
Set

A gift box promoting the hugely popular 
event of the Sophie la girafe Baby photo 
competition!

Get your customers active and submitting 
beautiful photos of their loved one.

Each month 5 winners are picked from 
around the world to then go into a final 
draw at the end of each year.. when 
someone has the opportunity to win their 
very own GOLD Sophie la girafe award.

This set include the Sophie la girafe teether 
along with a vanilla teething ring and is a 
fantastic way to get your customers 
involved with the brand and feel part of a 
huge family
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Sophie la girafe X GCF - Giraffe 
Conservation Foundation

- Sophie la girafe teether made from 100%
natural rubber
- Sophie la girafe keyring: made from
100% natural rubber.

516514 
SLG x GCF Gift Set
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Over the past 30 
years, the giraffe 
population has has 
declined by almost 
30%... It's time to 
act!
For every set 
purchased €1 will 
be donated to the 
Giraffe 
Conservation 
Foundation to 
contribute to the 
safeguarding of 
the species. The 
funds raised will 
be used to support 
a “trans-location” 
program led by the 
GIRAFFE 
CONSERVATION 
FOUNDATION. 
This operation will 
allow the re-
introduction of 
giraffes into areas 
with low numbers 
or where they 
have become 
locally extinct. 
Trans-location 
programs are key 
conservation tools 
for securing a 
future for giraffes 
in the wild.
Included in the gift 
set:

Giraffes need our help...
Over the past 30 years, the giraffe 
population has has declined by almost 
30%... It's time to act!
For every set purchased €1 will be 
donated to the Giraffe Conservation 
Foundation to contribute to the 
safeguarding of the species. The funds 
raised will be used to support a “trans-
location” program led by the GIRAFFE 
CONSERVATION FOUNDATION. 
This operation will allow the re-
introduction of giraffes into areas with 
low numbers or where they have 
become locally extinct. Trans-location 
programs are key conservation tools 
for securing a future for giraffes in the 
wild.
Included in the gift set:



The gift collection  
from Sophie la girafe. 
Sophiesticated is 
designed to be the  
perfect gift for a new  
baby, the very best 
Christening Gift, or 
perhaps to celebrate  
that special First 
Christmas. Each gift  
set comes with a 
beautifully presented 
paper gift bag and  gift 
card.

000002
The Early Learning Set

000003 
The Comforter Set

000001
The Teether Set

For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk10

000004
The Swaddle Set



000012 
The Sweety Set
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000013 
The Colo'ring Set

000008  
The I Love Sophie Set

000009 
The Maracas Set



616331 So’Pure 
Sophie la girafe

Sophie la girafe So'Pure
The Sophie la girafe So'Pure range is created 
from natural rubber, organic cotton, pant-
based plastics and beautifully packaged in a 
gift box made from recycled card.
Protecting our environment is just something 
we do …
Sophie la girafe has launched Natur’all; eco-
friendly toys made from plant-based and 
renewable raw materials, such as corn or 
cassava, replacing the use of plastic produced 
from petroleum resources.
The products boast the “OK biobased” label; a 
certification provided by the independent 
laboratory TUV Austria. These products have 
obtained 4 stars which certifies that they 
have a 100% biobased composition and 100% 
plant origin.
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220135
So’Pure Early 

Learning Gift Set

200318 (soft)/ 
200319 (very soft) 
So’Pure Teethingg 

Ring



220120 So’Pure 
Multi Textured 

Teether 
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220201
So’Pure Sophies 

Totem

220203
So’Pure Sophies 

Boat

220200  So’Pure 
Silhouette Rings
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220131
Swaddle 

Ring
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220129
 So’Pure 

My Birth Outfit For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk16

220118  
So’Pure 

Bath Toy

220123
So’Pure Circle 

Teether

220117 
So'Pure Ring 

Teether

616624 
So'Pure 
Natural 

Teether Set
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220125 So’Pure 
Senso Ball
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220132
So’Pure 

Natur'rings 
Rattle

220133
So’Pure 

Natur'chew Rattle

M
an

io

c · Cassava

M
aïs

 · Corn

220134
So’Pure 

Natur'soft Rattlee
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010318 
Teething  Ring

616400
 Sophie la girafe

Sophie la girafe 
Il Etait Une Fois 
(Once Upon a Time) range

A beautiful boutique range which presents 
all of the best selling lines in a lovely 
white gift box.
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616341 
FanFan the 

Fawn
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777002
Al'Thir Teether
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010 505
 Ring

010503 
Magic Mirror

Stimulating SIGHT a natural 
rubber teether with visual 

inserts 

010504 
3 Musical Balls

Stimulating HEARING a set 
of 3 natural rubber balls 

with different sounds

Stimulating
natural rubber

4 different
 natural natural rubber, 

strawberry       
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010502 
Textured Cube

NEW Range for 2023 designed all about the 5 senses.... each piece 
targets each sense, making it a perfct collection for baby's sensory 

journey

010501
Mille-feuille 

Teething ring
Stimulating TASTE a natural 
rubber teether with textured 

leaves to massage babys gums

Stimulating TOUCH a 
natural rubber cube with 
different textures to hold 

and feel

010 505
SCENT a 
teether with 
scents,
coconut
& cocoa    
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516359 

Birth Basket

010168 
Soft Maracas Rattle

010350 
Sweet Pyramid

850734
Cherie Comforter

850740  
Sophie’ Doux 

Blanket
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850804 
Discovery Book
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850802 
6 Washable 

Wipes

850803 Actvities Ring

850800 
4 Coloured Swaddle Set

010120 Teething 
Colo'rings

010315 
Double Ice Bite 

Teether



The Sophie Sweety Collection 
A beautiful collection of plush toys to add play 
and comfort for your little one.
All items are machine washable and available in 
different sizes to allow Sophie Sweety to be part 
of your childs develeopment.
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cup & spoon  

010005 
Cutlery Set 

NEW Silicone Meal Set
A complete meal range to help baby 
during first meal at home or away.

Made of 100% soft-touch, naturally 
non-slip and unbreakable silicone 
material.

Dishwasher and microwave safe.

All items packaged in the white Il etait 
une fois gift packaging perfect for gifting

Items also available 
seperately:
Plate - 010002
Bowl - 010003
Cup  - 010004

01040  on-
Spill Cup 

email contact@1two.co.uk or call 01383 73513428

010001
Silicone meal 
set containing

plate, bowl



Sophie la girafe

3 beautiful sets of baby 
and toddler apparel, 
elegantly packaged 
making the sets the 
perfect gift for your little 
one. 
Available in different sizes.

29email contact@1two.co.uk or call 01383 735134

Hat, Booties & MittensL
BNSLG134

Sleepsuit, Cap & BlanketL
BNSLG1366

Pyjamas, Booties & GownL
BNSLG139



The Sophie la girafe Fresh Touch 
range has modern, bright packaging and is designed 
to be at home in the toy department and the 
babycare section. The range provides a wide variety 
of products that cater to baby’s every need, and at 
every stage of development.

For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk30

616424 Sophie la 
girafe Teether

200328 Teething 
Ring

850739 Light & 
Dreams

230788
Twistin 

Ball
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230806 
Touch & Play



230852 
Touch & Play 

Book

230853
Sensory Cube

240125  
Activi' tipi

For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk

230803
Early 

Learning 
Book
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230850 - Star 
Activities

516343 - Gift Bag
523429 Bath Book

230851 
Lights & 

Sounds Keys 
Rattle
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450409 
Non-spill cup

NEW Silicone Meal Set
A complete meal range to help baby during 
first meal at home or away.

Made of 100% soft-touch, naturally non-slip 
and unbreakable silicone material.

Dishwasher and microwave safe.

480001  Silicone meal
set containing 
plate, bowl, 

cup & spoon 

010005 
Cutlery Set  

Items also available seperately:
Plate - 480002
Bowl - 480004
Cup  - 480005
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230840
My First 

Photo Album



Sophie la girafe Books
A wonderful range of sophie la girafe 
books published by Templar Publishing.
A beautiful addition to any nursery.

Sophie and Friends
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Sophie goes to sleep

Sophie has lunch

My First Christmas

Sophie Tummy Time
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Baby's First Year Album



play�go 
let's go playing 
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Jungle

London Map

Play & Go makes 
tidying up fun! 
A great design with loads of 
amazing prints, these sturdy 
canvas bags also double as 
Play mats – great for in the 
playroom, for travel, at the 
beach, and many more uses…
new for this season  we also 
have the Play & Go Mini 
bags.

NEW 
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NEW 

Jungle



Swan CherryWhale 

Walk in the Park

Veggie Numbers Stripe Mustard Stripe Pink Stripe Black Stripe Green 

Geo Pink Geo Green Geo MustardCactus

Fantasy Train Map Circus Omy Paris World MapLA Roadmap

Road Map Space Glow 

Animal Alphabet Rainbow Paint Swipes Arrows Crosses
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Stripe

Surf

The Outdoor Collection is a 
fantastic solution for the 
outdoor play, picnic or beach 
bag with a waterproof fabric 
and comfortable removable 
carry strap.

Boat
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Sea

Blue Stripe

Play Balloon Mokka Stripe

There’s a bag for all those 
little bits in life too, the Play & 
Go Mini collection, is great for 
small toys, toiletries or even 
take your swimsuit in for the 
pool.

Rainbow

Cars

Thunder

Cherry
Supergirl

Space



Penguin Polar Bear Llama Peacock

FlowersAir Balloon Icons

Olga Baob

Animal Faces

Deer Meri Meri Miffy

A creation from Play & Go, a soft 
play mat especially for babies 
made of soft 100% jersey cotton 
with 2cm of padding.  120cm 
diameter mat with hidden pull 
string and a removable 
adjustable strap to carry or hang 
on stroller.
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A creation from Play & Go Soft, the organic 
range, made of GOTS Certified Cotton. That 
means: no toxic dyes. No bleach treatments. 
And no unethical sourcing. For the filling, we 
chose GRS grade recycled PET (rPET). 
Because 1kg of rPET saves 63 bottles from 
ending up in the sea or on a landfill. Making 
our Organic Soft Collection not just a 
beautiful play mat to have, but a sensible, 
sustainable option for those who want the 
best for their babies and the world they live 
in.
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This super versatile, highly padded play mat that 
can be turned from flat mat into cocooning nest 
with the pull of a drawstring. In high side mode 
you can guarantee a small baby will stay put no 
matter how good they are at rolling while in flat 
mode they can see all around them and get
some great tummy time. 

For older children it makes a great little den or 
toy store. It rolls up compactly for transporting, 
making it a great way to guarantee you have the 
perfect spot for an on the go cat nap.

Made from Organic cotton in four earthy tones to 
match any design-led playroom.

Winner of Junior Design Awards 
GOLD 2022 
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KITTY      ELLIOTT   PEACHY   LULU           RIO

FLAMINGO   DOLLY    PIGLOU   MARSHI    SHEEPY       SISSI

ZOUZOU       DORI       SUPER       FREEZY    GASTON

ALDO   MERLIN       POLLY          BELLA       COOKIE

Water-based fun for kids!!
Especially formulated  
for little ones, these water based 
varnishes contain no nasty 
ingredients and can be easily 
removed with warm soapy water. 
There’s no need for nail polish 
remover.

A gentle, water-based product that 
is 100% safe, made in France and 
fun! Guaranteed to be free from 

phthalates, formaldeyhyde, toluene 
and fragrance. Dermatologically 
tested. Forget about nail polish 
remover—this nail polish comes 
off with warm soapy water!

The single polishes are changing 
packaging from a box to a tube, see 
online for what stock is available

NCMAKER
For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk48



2STPOP 2STWOW 2STCRACK

PARTY5

MAGICFOREST3

MERMAID3

LAS VEGAS3

PARIS3

Trio packs

TRIOAMAZING

5 packs
TRIOWORLD

STICKHAPPY

NAIL STICKERS

STICKMAGIC

3 packs

2 Pack with Stickers
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CITY5HOLLYWOOD5

PARTY3



Rollette Lip Gloss
Rollette is a colour free, 
natural* and fruity lip gloss, 
formulated especially for 
children. 
Its magic formula, made from 
apricot kernel oil, is enriched 
with vitamin E + omega 6 and 
9 = tasty care for soft and 
hydrated lips. 

With its fun and child 
friendly roll-on applicator, 
Rollette is delicious and safe 
to apply. *97% ingredients of 
natural origin.

STRAWBERRY

BANANA PEACH

CHERRY COCONUT

BLACKCURRANT

BLACKBERRYRASPBERRY

Tropical 

Rollette + Varnish Duos

Lovely City    

APPLE

Kids Cottage  Holidays Fairy Tales  

Colours may change, please check website for availability 
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Tattoo Pen Set
Who doesn't love face painting? 

The TATTOOPEN paintbrush is easy to 
handle, even for little hands, from age 5.

Geometric shapes, tribal 
patterns, floral, animal, illustrative… 

You can now try them all and explore skin 
art with safe tools.

A gentle 60% water-based 
formula, that changes everything!

Washable with soap and water: 
Each kit contains 3 temporary tattoo 
felt pens and 1 activity book in different 
themes: Funny Tribe and You're the Artist, 
with games and challenges, and of course 
inspiration drawings and ideas. Far from 
screens and video games 
... so much fun!

Funny Tribe 

You're the artist
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Nailmatic KIDS

Bath range including organic 
soaps for children, with 99.9% of 
ingredients of natural origin and 
80.7% of organic origin, Nailmatic 
KIDs soaps are Cosmos Organic 
certified by Ecocert Greenlife. 
Enriched with shea butter and 
vegetable glycerin to hydrate and 
protect delicate skins. 
Dermatologically tested, vegan 
and cruelty free.

Hair & Body Mousse

APRICOT & STRAWBERRY 

Crackling Bath Salts

PINK
BLUE

Foaming Bath Salts

PINK BLUE         LAGOON VIOLET
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Bath Box

Vegan & Cruetly-free

3 full size products in ONE box for 
colour, bubble and glitter fans, this gift 
is full of awesome promises! 

Contains, Twin bath bomb, crackling 
bath salts and foaming bath salts in a 
keepsake tin,

Comes in two colour ways

You can’t go wrong, they will just love 
it.

Magic Box

Vegan & Cruetly-free

4 full size products in ONE box for 
colour, bubble and glitter fans, this 
gift is full of awesome promises! 

Contains, Galaxy bath bomb, 
Foaming bath salts and water-based 
nail polish & lip gloss in a keepsake 
tin.

Comes in two colour ways, 

Makes a beautiful gift for any age.
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Bath Bombs
Especilally made for kids, add 

excitement to  bath time with nailmatic 
KIDs bath bombs, with specially 

selected ingredients to help sooth and 
relax ready for bed time

PULSAR RED PLANET COMET

GALAXY SUPERNOVA COSMIC

Space Bath Bombs
A great little resealable bag 
of mini half orb bath bombs 
in assorted colours.
With all the fantastic qualities 
of the full size bath bomb, this 
is a special treat for your little 
ones who like a little water.

54
TWINS

RAINBOW

CLUCK CLUCK
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Nailmatic KIDS - DIY

Small step for nailmatic, a giant one for DIY spirit!

Creative NEW DIY kits which make the perfect 
gift.

nailmatic Kids bath bombs are designed and 
made for kids. They colour the water (and water 
only) while taking extra care of children’s sensitive 
skin. - washing - moisturizing - softening - soothing

Enriched with sunflower oil and sweet almond oil.

What’s in you DIY kit:

- 1 packet of colored baking soda
- 1 packet of citric acid
- 1 pipette
- 1 mold of 2 shapes

Bath Bomb Maker

COSMOS

PARIS OCEAN



Nailmatic KIDS - DIY
A NEW DIY KIT ... The Soap Maker Preservative-
free, Vegan, Cruelty-free, you can create shaped 
soap with a vanilla scent. Pretty handy when it 
comes to teach little monsters how to get clean!

How does it work? 
Easy soapy: melt, mold, use.

Each kit contains all you need to make the soap

For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk56

KITTY CROCO BUNNY

SOAP MAKER KIT (3)



Cherry Strawberry Raspberry Peach

Body Glitter Rollette
Kids go crazy for glitter while you want their skin protected 
and hydrated. Get the best of both worlds, ya Get ready... Get 
set... Go Glitter!

Easy to handle thanks to its roller ball applicator. Kids can 
use it on their own and at will! 

With 90% of natural origin ingredients, its paraben-free and 
toxic-free formula provides gentle hydration. 

Dermatologically tested, Body Rollette gladly provides 
hydration as well as fun. 

Totem Sets
Beauty Escape awaits kids at 
each level of this wonderful 
tower with 3 skin-friendly 
products!

Lip gloss upstairs, water-based 
nail polish in the middle and 
glitter body gel downstairs… 
Each totem level unveils a 
beauty gem

Pretty BuildingEgyptian

White Gold

Gold
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Storage Box

For our complete range visit trade.1two.co.uk58
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3 Sprouts was created by three friends who 
share a love of babies and an appreciation for 
unique and modern products. Having worked in 
design in New York and Toronto for such high 
profile companies such as Kate Spade, Barneys 
New York and Holt Renfrew, we were inspired to 
create a collection that appealed to both parents 
and children.

Book 
Rack

Storage Box
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Nappy Caddy 

Storage Caddy 

Play Mat Bag

Toy Chest

Storage Bin 

All products are available in 
different design

Laundry Hamper
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Stroller Organizer Backseat Organiser

Hangers 

Bath Storage 

Hanging Wall  
Organiser

All products are available in 
different design

Hooded Towel
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All products available in 
various designs

Bento 
Box

Sandwich Bag 

Ice Pack

Snack Bag 

Water Bottle 

Food Jar 
& Spork

Lunch Bag

Litterles Lunch Range
If you cannot recycle you can 
always re-use, with the beautiful 
bright collection from 3 Sproiuts 
created in BPA free plastic thats 
dishwasher safe.
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Remember the moments 
that make you smile 
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ABC Baby Cards
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When did your baby get their first 
tooth or sit? or walk?
Don’t let those special moments become distant memories. 
With Baby Photo Cards by Milestone™ you can capture and 
remember them as years go by, or create cute updates to 
send to family and friends. 

Simply fill in the date and take a picture of your baby 
together with the card. 

This is the perfect gift for new parents!

MAM - 
Miles & Moments

MBCOTM - Over the MoonActivity Cards
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MBCT2 - Original Baby 
Cards TWINS NEW 

DESIGN
Original Baby Photo Cards

Toddler 
Cards

MPC - 
Pregnancy & 

Newborn Cards
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1 Two Kids brings innovative, 
unique and niche products to  
the UK and Ireland markets.

To place an order or enquire  
about becoming a stockist  

please go to trade.1two.co.uk

1 Two Kids Ltd 
Unit 5, Castle Business Centre 

Queensferry Road 
Dunfermline, KY11 8NT

contact@1two.co.uk 
01383 735134 

trade.1two.co.uk
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